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Heart Transplantation Through the Arts

The artworks created in the frame of this project

F I G U R E 1 Detail of the Large-Scale Installation, “The Body is A Big Place”

were ﬁrst presented to the public in the exhibition
“Hybrid Bodies” (2014) that took place at the PHI
Centre, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The show “Hybrid
Bodies” went also to KunstKraftWerk, Leipzig, Germany (2016) and to Gallery West, London in 2017.
“Hybrid Bodies” exhibition explores the complexity
of organ transplantation in a novel way that raises
awareness and makes it accessible to the public,
providing a context to discuss and explore these
ideas. In the 8-channel installation “Heart of the
Matter” (2014) (Figure 2) by artist Alexa Wright,
monologues compiled from individual accounts of
the experience of heart transplantation are juxtaposed with narratives of intimate relationships. The 8
different stories, which emerge from simple felt
jackets, are activated as visitors approach. As more
people enter the installation, individual stories are

Peta Clancy and Helen Pynor. Performance Space: Sydney, November 2011 (2). Photo by

overlaid to form a cacophony of interconnected tes-

Geordie Cargill. ªPeta Clancy and Helen Pynor.

timonies about the effects of a physical or emotional
change of heart (5,6). The artwork explores the
impact of heart transplantation on personal identity

via venues that have hosted the work that some
viewers resolved to add their names to organ donor
registers as a result of seeing the installation” (1,2).

and highlights the intimacy of the relationship
between donor and recipient.
“A Tender Heart,” the work of the UK-based artist
and academic Andrew Carnie, (2013) (7), is a series of

EMOTIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

large, 2-times life-sized hearts (up to 12 in all) made in

OF HEART TRANSPLANTATION

clear soap and strung from ropes that hang from the

“Hybrid Bodies” (3) is an international and multi-

a smaller heart in slightly different color. Over time,

disciplinary research and artistic creation project,

the hearts get washed away, revealing the inner

based in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, that brings

heart. Soap is a soft material that symbolizes sterility,

together the domains of arts, ethics, medicine, and

fragility, transformation, and purity. However, soap

social sciences. This project explores the complexity

produces a lather, a frothy white mass of bubbles that

of organ transplantation mainly through the organ

reﬂect the dangers of hanging your happiness on

recipients’ experiences (project “Hybrid Bodies I”)

something so ephemeral that it needs to be avoided,

and the complex issues surrounding the anonymity

making an indirect criticism on the fragile psychology

of organ transplantation donors from the perspec-

of the transplant patient and the “dark side” of the

tive of the donor family (project “Hybrid Bodies

heart transplantation industry. Despite all these ap-

II”). Toward this direction, in 2007 the artists Ingrid

proaches, Carnie explained that, “among other ele-

Bachmann

(United

ments, this work represents the need for patients to

Kingdom), Catherine Richards (Canada), and Alexa

remain constantly clean following a heart transplant,

Wright (United Kingdom) were invited to collabo-

to prevent infection.”

ceiling (Figure 3). The larger heart has embedded in it

(Canada),

Andrew

Carnie

rate with a newly established interdisciplinary study
(The Process of Incorporating a Transplanted Heart)

ENHANCING THE VOICE OF THE

on the emotional and psychological effects of heart

TRANSPLANT PATIENT

transplantation. This interdisciplinary study was
produced by a research team based at Toronto

Artists, through their work, can amplify the voice of

General Hospital and the University of Toronto

the patient to increase awareness of the social,

Health Network. The team includes a cardiologist

emotional,

(Heather Ross), a philosopher (Margaret Shildrick), a

plantation. The exhibition “Transplant and Life,”

specialist nurse (Enza De Luca), a psychiatrist (Su-

which was held in the Hunterian Museum at the Royal

san Abbey), a health sociologist (Patricia McKeever),

College of Surgeons (RCS) in London from November

and a social scientist (Jennifer Poole) (4).

2016 to May 2017, is an exemplar of such approaches.

and

medical

issues

around

trans-
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Long-term collaborators John Wynne (artist and Professor of Sound Art at University of the Arts London)

F I G U R E 2 “Heart of the Matter v.1”

and the late Tim Wainwright, photographer and ﬁlm
maker, worked closely with patients and medical staff
at 2 world-class centers for organ transplantation,
Hareﬁeld and the Royal Free (8).
Through long-term residencies in these hospitals
in 2007 and 2016, respectively, the artists photographed and recorded cardiothoracic and abdominal
transplant recipients, live donors, people on the
waiting lists, and specialists in the ﬁeld. The goal was
to make artwork that would bring voices and faces to
the sometimes impersonal sterility of the medical
ﬁeld. Working with patients from a wide and diverse
range of ages and backgrounds, the artists developed
working techniques that would encourage and enable
these individuals to speak candidly about whatever
was most important to them in their experience of
transplantation. The outcomes of this research

Alexa Wright (2014). PHI Centre, Montreal, Quebec, Canada (5,6). ªAlexa Wright.

include Transplant, a 24-channel sound/photography
installation and a published book of essays and
interviews containing a DVD (9), the exhibition

understanding of the role of science, the voice of the

“Transplant and Life,” an installation and series of

cardiology patient, and the awareness of society

events at the Hunterian Museum (Figure 4), and

regarding heart transplantation.

“Birds I wouldn’t have heard,” a 6-channel sound and

The public exposure of similar subjects through
talks, articles, and exhibitions elevates not only the

video installation at Science Gallery London.
This body of work aims to enrich the understand-

work of the artists but also the work of the medical

ing of this life-changing and emotionally charged

scientists, which often remains unknown. Bringing

medical procedure and to engage the general public

into public discussion the scientiﬁc and philosophical

while also being a valuable humanizing resource for

issues of heart transplantation deepens the under-

patients and clinicians alike. Claire Marx, the ﬁrst

standing of the medical sciences.

female president of the RCS, spoke feelingly at the

Medical knowledge and practice are primarily

opening of “Transplant and Life” of how proud she

focused on diagnosing the disease and selecting the

felt to have the testimony of patients put centerstage, outside the premises of the hospital, characterizing this exhibition as “the jewel in the crown” of

F I G U R E 3 “A Tender Heart”

what the RCS has to show. By providing a platform for
the voices of the patients, Wynne and Wainwright’s
work makes the complexities of the life–death–identity

triad

crystallized

by

organ

transplantation

accessible to a broad audience. It also has the potential to increase the empathy and understanding of
clinicians and nursing staff, contributing to patient
well-being and potentially improving recovery times.

ART INFLUENCED BY MEDICINE IN
PUBLIC SPACES
Artwork inﬂuenced by medical sciences, especially
when exposed in spaces relevant to the medical ﬁelds
(i.e., medical museums, hospitals, universities), can
offer novel perspectives on health care professionals,
medical students, patients and their families, and
the

general

public.

This

enhances

the

deeper

Andrew Carnie (2014). PHI Centre, Montreal, Quebec, Canada (7). ªAndrew Carnie.
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as a taboo but as a sensitive subject, open to public

F I G U R E 4 One of the Three Parts of the Exhibition “Transplant and Life”

discussion. Hearing the patient’s voice through the
art can increase the empathy of the medical students
and physicians and their ability to be aware of the
feelings and emotions of the patient. Enhancing
communication between the physician and patient
allows

the

medical

students

to

become

more

thoughtful and listen carefully to a patient’s narrative
of his or her symptoms and potentially to improve
their diagnostic and therapeutic skills. In parallel, this
type of art practices allows patients to understand
their illness and comply with treatment.
By giving emphasis to “who the patient is” and
understanding better the negative physical and psychological causes of loneliness in the hospitalized
individual, the artists contribute to the holistic
approach of the treatment of heart transplantation,
with signiﬁcant results on the quality of the health
care and the recovery of the patient.

John Wynne and Tim Wainwright. Installation in the Crystal Gallery of the Hunterian
Museum, Royal College of Surgeons, London, UK. November 2016-May 2017. ªJohn

Several interesting collaborations between artists

Wynne.

and scientists, and sometimes also the patients, are
presented in the MEDinART global art platform
(www.MEDinART.eu).
optimal methods of treatment and therapy, often
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underestimating the impact of the disease on the
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psychological state of the patient. This approach has
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engaged art practices have the power to contribute
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patients. The exposure of artwork with medical
subjects in public spaces invites a wide community of
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